expected, when the envelope gets tighter, the cost of additional ventilation using exhaust-only fans goes up, while the energy costs associated with envelope leakage goes down. However, these two opposing effects start to balance out at the leakier end of the spectrum of today's constructions; i.e., the total energy cost remains essentially constant and the energy savings much reduced or nil for envelopes with NLAs below the thresholds identified for each location. For example, in Winnipeg, the threshold NLA was 1.5 cm'/m' (see Figure 1 ). This suggests that if the assumptions for fresh air requirements used in our analysis are reasonable, it could be concluded that the majority of surveyed builders of homes with exhaust-only systems achieved the energy balance between envelope tightness and ventilation.
As tightening techniques become more effective (a trend that should continue for improved quality, durability and comfort), builders should con-FIGURE 1. 
